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October 23, 2008 
 
 
 
Mr. Leon Daggett, Director 
City of Independence, Missouri 
Power & Light Department 
21500 E. Truman Road 
Independence, MO  64051-0519 
 

RE: City of Independence, Missouri  

 Power & Light Department 

 2008 Electric Cost of Service and Rate Plan 

 

Dear Leon: 
 
We are pleased to present our report on the 2008 Electric Cost of Service and Rate Plan 

(Electric Rate Plan) for the City of Independence, Missouri.  The purpose of the Electric Rate 

Plan is to evaluate the City’s Power & Light Department (IPL) financial position for the next 

five fiscal years and to provide recommendations for rate adjustments required to ensure a 

stable financial system for the City’s electric system operations.  The projected period for the 

Electric Rate Plan is fiscal years ending June 30, 2009 through 2013. 

 

We appreciate the opportunity to be of service to the City of Independence and look forward 

to discussing this report with you. 

 

 

Sincerely, 

 

 

Sawvel and Associates, Inc. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The City of Independence, Missouri (City) owns and operates, through its Power and Light 

Department (IPL), electric generation, transmission and distribution facilities to serve the 

electricity needs of its customers.  Typical of similarly situated municipally owned electric 

systems, the City is facing the challenges of maintaining and improving an aging infrastructure, 

while providing low-cost, reliable electric service.  These challenges include compliance with 

new and changing environmental requirements and regulations and maintaining financial 

stability during a period of rising costs for fuel, equipment, and material.   

IPL has developed a capital improvement program that is to be implemented during the projected 

period of the Electric Rate Plan.  During recent years, the City’s electric system capital 

improvements have been funded with revenues from its base rate schedule sales without 

incurring additional debt.  Because of the magnitude of the planned infrastructure improvements, 

IPL’s current major capital improvement budget over the five-year study period will require debt 

bond funding. 

In addition, IPL’s base rate schedules were developed based on a mix of power supply resources 

and cost structures that will no longer be in place by the end of the projected period.  IPL’s most 

recent base rate increases were 3.9% in 2005 and 3.9% in 2006. Prior to these adjustments, IPL’s 

base rates were last changed in 1989 (5.29% increase). From 1989 to present, consumer prices, 

as measured by the Consumer Price Index, have increased by over 80%. 

 

ADAPTING TO CHANGES IN THE POWER MARKET 

During the period of 1997 to 2006, many changes occurred in the electric utility industry.  

Electric generation was deregulated, the price of energy is now more volatile, and electric 

generation utilities and investors have now become unwilling to invest in new base load 

generation.  In fact, the City is participating in the last of base load generation currently under 

construction in the region (i.e., Nebraska City 2 and Iatan 2).    Wholesale market electric energy 

prices are becoming more driven by natural gas prices (another volatile commodity market).  In 

short, the outlook for the industry is continued higher market energy prices and escalating 

construction costs that will impact the cost of new electric generating facilities.  Numerous 

changes are under consideration relating to emissions and climate change, including renewable 

portfolio standards, and legislation relating to carbon emissions and carbon sequestration.  These 

matters place increasing importance on planning, and a rate plan that provides flexibility to adapt 

to continuing changes in the power market. 
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DEFINING CHARACTERISTICS OF A SUCCESSFUL ELECTRIC SYSTEM 

Almost without exception, a city’s electric system is its largest asset.  Knowing and maintaining 

the value of a municipal electric utility has been, and will continue to be, an important 

consideration in the successful operation and planning process of any city owning such an asset. 

City officials and managers of the electric system and its employees are directly accountable to 

the public the utility serves.  This puts pressure on them to respond to the needs of the 

community rather than shareholders.  Municipal ownership and local governance has a 

perspective that differs from that of investor-owned utilities with regulatory oversight. 

 
The electric utility industry is highly capital intensive; and the capital projects require long lead 

times and, once placed in service, have long service lives.  This requires the electric system’s 

management, if to be successful, to focus on planning, anticipating customer needs, making 

decisions and commitments, and expending capital on projects well in advance of their need.  

Accordingly, the competitiveness of an electric utility must be evaluated from a long-term 

perspective and a snapshot comparison of rates at any particular moment in time can easily lead 

to the wrong conclusion. 

 

As previously mentioned, city officials and managers of municipal electric systems and its 

employees are directly accountable to the public the utility serves.  To successfully manage the 

municipal electric utility requires one to take on the following responsibilities: 

• Maintain your assets 

• Be a pro active planner – maintain big picture perspective 

• Maximize resources available to you as a utility owner 

• Communicate with customers, advisory boards, councils, financial community, etc. 

• Establish flexible, competitive rates that provide for financial integrity and bond 

ordinance compliance 

• Provide electric service in the least cost manner consistent with a high reliable system 

• Be stewards of the environment  

 

DEVELOPING A RATE PLAN 

By developing a rate plan, the City is exercising control of its future to maintain financial 

integrity and a favorable credit rating.  Under municipal utility ownership, the City, through IPL, 

is in control of, and is responsible for, each of the following items: 

• Preparing a plan of infrastructure improvements to maintain a safe and reliable 

electric system and how to fund those improvements 
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• Preparing a power supply plan that takes into consideration improvements in 

efficiency, the projected cost of power supply resources and the market value of 

those resources now and in the future in an environmentally responsible manner 

• Projecting existing and potential customers’ electric needs in IPL’s service area 

and calculating revenues from rates 

• Projecting the revenue requirements (cost of service) of the electric system, 

including operation and maintenance costs, capital improvements, debt service 

and fund balances, and comparing those requirements to the revenues from IPL’s 

rates 

• Determining the timing and magnitude of future rate changes that provide 

compliance with City charter and bond covenant requirements 

 

IPL supplied operating results for the period FY2005 through 2008, and a financial forecast of 

projections of revenues and expenses for the five-year period FY2009 through 2013 that 

incorporated all of the above items. 

 

Sawvel reviewed the IPL-supplied information and interviewed IPL staff regarding key 

assumptions and inputs to the projections.  From Sawvel’s experience, and our observations and 

analyses of the information provided by IPL, the IPL-supplied projections provide a reasonable 

basis for development of an electric rate plan.  
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REVENUE REQUIREMENTS 

Table 1 shows the historical operating results for the period fiscal year ending June 30, 2005 

through 2008 on a cash basis.  These operating results for IPL show total revenues, total revenue 

requirements, the ending operating fund balance, customer sales in MWh and the overall rate 

(base rate and Schedule FA-1 (FCA)) to IPL’s customers. 

 

Description 2005 2006 2007 2008

Revenue From Base Rates 79,993 89,218 90,369 91,626

Revenue From FCA (972) 6,612 9,238 13,363

Other 5,002 4,203 5,619 3,946

Total Revenues 84,023 100,033 105,226 108,935

Power Supply Expenses 44,398 54,130 58,748 64,480

Other O&M Expenses 27,130 29,868 31,032 37,223

Debt Service 2,771 2,774 2,774 2,767

Recurring Routine Adds & Replace 6,361 4,287 7,939 7,055

Major Cap Improve Budget & Other 5,658 8,850 9,054 4,050

Total Revenue Requirements 86,318 99,909 109,547 115,575

Balance (2,295) 124 (4,321) (6,640)

Ending Operating Fund Balance 10,926 10,621 6,548 4,658

Customer Sales MWh 1,041,295 1,091,695 1,096,803 1,117,270

Total Rate $/kWh 0.0759 0.0878 0.0908 0.0940

Fiscal Year Ending June 30

Table 1

Historical Operating Results ($000)

 
 

Some important items to note from the information in Table 1 are as follows: 

• Customer sales in MWh slightly increased during the period. 

• Base rate revenues included IPL’s most recent base rate adjustments of 3.9% on 

January 1, 2005 and 3.9% on January 1, 2006. 

• Total revenue requirements (including power supply expenses) increased at a 

greater rate than total revenues (including the FCA revenues) during the period 

causing the ending operating fund balance to decline throughout the period. 

• Total revenues are not covering total revenue requirements. 

 

As discussed previously, it is important for IPL to maintain adequate reserve funds.  IPL has a 

debt service reserve fund and a fund for committed funds that are appropriately maintained to 
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cover debt service and capital improvement fund requirements. Based on future growth and 

anticipated operating expenses, Sawvel prepared an analysis to determine an appropriate ending 

operating fund balance target for IPL.  Sawvel recommends that considering the industry 

standard of 45 days of operating expenses and balance sheet considerations of current assets and 

liabilities, that establishing a target for the ending operating fund balance of $21 million is 

appropriate for IPL.   

 

The remainder of this section provides information regarding the projected IPL revenue 

requirements, including a discussion of the FCA rider.  

 

POWER SUPPLY PLAN 

IPL is currently undergoing a Master Plan study for its electric system.  As part of the Master 

Plan, IPL is determining its resource mix to meet future load and the cost of those power supply 

resources.  It should be noted that this study does not estimate the level of wholesale sales that 

IPL may sell, and therefore does not include revenues from these potential sales.  The level of 

wholesale sales is difficult to project and depends on variables that are outside of the City’s 

control (i.e., price and demand of wholesale power): therefore, exclusion of wholesales sales 

from the forecast is appropriate for purposes of developing a rate plan for IPL 

 

Table 2 shows IPL’s existing generation resources throughout the projected period, with the 

addition of a new gas-fired combustion turbine in 2012.  The cost of this combustion turbine is 

estimated to be approximately $100 million. 
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Description 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013

Peak Demand 
(2) 299 329 333 337 341

Planning Reserve 
(3) 41 45 46 46 47

Capacity Responsibility 340 374 379 383 388

Missouri City Steam 1 & 2 38 38 38 38 38

Blue Valley Steam 1-3 93 93 93 93 93

Combustion Turbines 
(4) 107 107 107 107 107

New Combustion Turbine 0 0 0 0 85

Total Generating Capacity 238 238 238 238 323

KCPL (Montrose) 90 90 90 0 0

OPPD (Nebraska City #2) 0 55 55 55 55

MJMEUC (Iatan #2) 0 0 50 50 50

Smoky Hill II (5) 0 2 2 2 2

Capacity Purchase 30 0 0 50 0

Total Purchase Capacity 120 147 197 157 107

Total Resource Capacity 358 385 435 395 430

Capacity Surplus/(Deficit) 18 11 56 12 42

(3)
 Planning Reserve (% of peak). 13.7%

Table 2

Capacity Plan

(MW)

(2)
 FY2009 is actual.

Fiscal Year Ending June 30 
(1)

(4)
 RCT is out of service and not included in this capacity.

(5)
 Accredited capacity is 2 MW of 15 MW.

(1) 
Numerical Presentations based on Summer Season (July, August) of Fiscal Year

      ending June 30.

 
 

The most significant change in IPL’s power supply resource mix is its purchased power capacity.  

IPL currently purchases 90 MW of capacity and energy from Kansas City Power & Light 

(KCPL) from KCPL’s Montrose station. The capacity cost of the Montrose purchase is included 

in the base rate schedules and will expire May 31, 2011.  IPL has planned for the expiration of 

the Montrose purchase by arranging for two baseload capacity and energy purchases from new 

coal-fired generating units that are currently under construction - 55 MW from Omaha Public 

Power District (OPPD) from OPPD’s Nebraska City #2 unit and 50 MW from the Missouri Joint 

Municipal Electric Utility Commission (MJMEUC) from MJMEUC’s ownership share of 

KCPL’s Iatan #2 unit. The Nebraska City #2 unit is expected to be in service by May 2009 and 

the Iatan #2 unit is due for commercial operation in June 2010.  IPL is also purchasing renewable 
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energy from the Smoky Hill II wind project and also supplements its resource needs with short-

term capacity purchases from the market as needed. 

 

As provided in the IPL dispatch model that estimates power supply costs, the level of purchase 

power capacity costs, which include transmission, are increasing during the projected period.  In 

FY 2009, purchased power capacity costs are projected to be approximately $10 million.  By 

2012, purchased power capacity costs are projected to be approximately $26 million. 

 

The level of the current Montrose purchased power capacity costs included in the base rates is 

approximately $8 million.  The current FCA rider does not allow for the pass through of 

purchased power capacity costs.  Therefore, under the current rate structure, the base rates would 

have to cover the increases in the projected purchased power capacity costs from the OPPD and 

MJMEUC purchases.   

 

CURRENT FCA  

Fuel and purchased power adjustment riders are used by utilities to automatically “pass through” 

changes in power supply costs to customers.  Generally, these riders focus on the energy-related 

or variable portion of the utility’s power supply costs.  The purpose or objective of these riders 

generally is to pass through to customers the differences between the utility’s actual power 

supply cost versus the power supply cost included in, or built into, the utility’s base rates.  

 

Several reasons for having a fuel and purchased power adjustment rider are as follows: 

• Changes in fuel and purchased power prices can be volatile and unpredictable; 

and utilities normally do not have the ability to control the prices set in those 

markets.  

• Fuel and purchase power costs are a significant portion of a utility’s total 

operating costs.  Nationwide, the average proportion of fuel and purchased power 

costs relative to total operating costs is over 50%.  IPL’s fuel and purchase power 

costs expenditures represent about 56% in FY 2008, and are projected to be 52% 

in FY 2013. 

• Utilities do not have control over power supply related governmental mandates, 

such as pollution control, which can be costly. 

 

As a “pass through” provision, a fuel and purchased power adjustment rider allows a utility to 

timely recover/refund the increases/decreases in fuel and purchase power expenses without 

having to frequently prepare and implement new rates.  This allows utilities to send price signals 

to customers as prices changes are occurring.  These riders also allow the utility to maintain 

financial health, its credit rating and its ability to raise capital from the financial markets by not 
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absorbing the risk of changes in costs in a market it cannot control.  Absent such a rider, the 

utility will be at risk of recovering its cost, or would be required to implement higher rates to be 

able to absorb unexpected fuel or purchase power price increases. 

 

IPL’s existing Schedule FA-1, Power Supply Fuel-Energy Cost Adjustment (FCA), is a monthly 

price adjustment adder.  IPL’s FCA rider calculates IPL’s most recent month’s actual energy 

costs; determines the difference of the actual energy costs per kWh for that month compared 

with the energy costs per kWh included in IPL’s base rate schedules.  Because the FCA 

calculates actual costs from a historical month, and applies the difference to customer energy 

sales in a subsequent month, there is a timing difference between when the costs are incurred and 

when the cost change is applied to IPL’s customers’ energy use.  As a result of the timing 

difference, there can be a mismatch between IPL’s energy cost revenues with IPL’s energy costs 

incurred.   

 

As previously noted, this study does not estimate the level of wholesale sales that IPL may sell, 

and therefore does not include revenues from these potential sales.  However, it is IPL’s goal to 

use margins from wholesale sales to fund capital improvements and/or reduce debt.  In order to 

do so, the FCA will need to be revised to accommodate this goal.  

 

FORECASTED POWER SUPPLY EXPENSES 

Power supply operating costs consist of IPL generating plant fuel costs, purchase power fixed 

(capacity) costs, computer modeled fuel and other variable costs related to each generating unit’s 

energy production including each purchase capacity unit resource.  Computer modeled variable 

costs including fuel are projected on the first use of least cost resource unit supply (i.e. IPL 

generating units and purchase capacity resources).  Purchase capacity resources consist mainly of 

the 90 MW KCPL capacity resource, the 55 MW OPPD’s NC2 unit purchase, and the 50 MW 

MJMEUC ownership of the KCPL Iatan Unit #2 costs.  Projections of these costs are generally 

based upon separate unit cost estimates for each of the power supply generating unit resource 

with annual escalation rates.  Variable IPL generating plant non-fuel costs are accounted for 

under the IPL projected production expenses described later in this report. 

 

FORECASTED OTHER SYSTEM EXPENSES 

IPL has the following operation and maintenance expenses and other operating expenses in 

addition to its power supply costs: 

• Operation and Maintenance expenses 

o IPL production, non-fuel expenses 

o System load control dispatch, border customer purchases 

o Transmission and distribution 
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o Customer accounts 

o Customer service and information 

o Administration and general 

• Other Operating expenses 

o Payrolls taxes 

o Payment-in-Lieu-of-Taxes (PILOT) and other taxes 

o Depreciation charged to O&M expenses 

 

Projected operating costs of IPL production generating plant facilities consist of non-fuel fixed 

and variable costs related to the Blue Valley station, the Missouri City station, and the seven 

combustion turbine units.  Projected fixed costs are escalated at 4 to 4.5% annually.  Variable 

costs related to energy production are escalated at 3% annually and are based on the computer 

modeling under the Power Supply modeled costs discussed in the previous section of this report. 

 

Projected system load control and dispatch costs consist of operating costs related to (1) the 

hourly scheduling of IPL generating plant and purchased capacity resources to equal electric 

load, (2) the dispatching of line and services crews to job sites, and (3) the purchase of energy to 

supply IPL border customers served by other utilities.  Costs for those functions are generally 

projected on the basis of historical annual costs increases adjusted as appropriate for known 

changes to prior historical trends. 

 

Transmission and distribution, customer accounts, customer service and information, and 

administrative and general expenses are projected by IPL based on projecting the number of 

customers and the cost per customer for each operating expense category.  These projected costs 

per customer levels are based on inflation rates ranging from 2% to 5% annually throughout the 

projected period. 

 

Projected payroll taxes and the portion of depreciation charged to O&M expenses are based on 

historical trends.  The PILOT is calculated based on 9.08% times total operating revenues plus a 

property tax based on plant-in-service investment. 

 

CAPITAL IMPROVEMENTS 

As previously mentioned, IPL has developed a capital improvement program that is to be 

implemented during the projected period of the Electric Rate Plan, referred as IPL’s Major 

Capital Improvement Budget (MCIB).  The MCIB is for major capital improvements to the IPL 

production, transmission and distribution facilities and infrastructure, as shown in Table 3.  Table 

3 also includes the cost of installing a new gas-fired combustion turbine to be located at the Blue 

Valley plant.  These capital expenditures are projected to be funded from debt borrowings, as 

described in the next section. 
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Table 3

Projected Major Capital Improvement Budget Funded From Debt ($000)

Description 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 Total

1 Production - Existing 17,300 15,325 11,250 3,500 400 47,775

2 Transmission 650 10,050 12,850 1,100 0 24,650

3 Distribution 9,140 5,325 11,075 1,550 900 27,990

4 General Plant 250 250 0 0 0 500

Subtotal MCIB 27,340 30,950 35,175 6,150 1,300 100,915

5 Production - New Gas-

Fired Peaking Unit

0 0 0 105,838 0 105,838

TOTAL 27,340 30,950 35,175 111,988 1,300 206,753

Fiscal Year Ending June 30

 
 

In addition to the MCIB, IPL prepared projections for recurring routine additions and 

replacements to their production, transmission and distribution facilities.  These routine capital 

improvements are funded by base rate revenues. 

 

DEBT SERVICE 

IPL’s debt service (principal and interest) for the projected period is for payment of the 

following: 

• Current debt service payments for the 1998 Refunding Bond Issue and 2003 

Refunding Bond Issue 

• Projected debt service payments for the Major Capital Improvement Budget 

(MCIB) as provided by the City’s financial advisor 

• Projected debt service payments for a new gas-fired combustion turbine beginning 

in 2012 as developed by IPL 

 

The current debt service and the projected debt service for the MCIB and the new gas-

fired combustion turbine are to be funded by base rates.   

 

BOND ORDINANCE/CITY CHARTER CONSIDERATIONS 

A description of the Bond Ordinance and City Charter rate considerations is provided in 

Appendix C.  In summary, the City under its Bond Ordinance, covenants to set rates to 

meet the expected minimum annual cash revenue requirements, as defined, of the City’s 

electric system.  Sawvel uses IPL’s cash requirement as a primary guide in developing 

the Electric Rate Plan recommendations herein.  IPL’s financial forecast provided to 
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Sawvel uses a Net Income approach that includes depreciation and other non-cash 

revenue requirement considerations as a guide for determining electric rate levels as 

provided in the City’s charter.  Sawvel’s cash revenue requirements forecast and IPL’s 

Net Income financial forecast result in a similar determination of annual revenue 

requirements and operating cash fund balances. 
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ELECTRIC RATE ADJUSTMENTS RECOMMENDED BY SAWVEL 

Sawvel’s analysis indicates the City’s electric rate goals and objectives can be met with the 

following adjustments to IPL’s base rates and revisions to the FCA. 

 

BASE RATE ADJUSTMENTS 

Sawvel recommends increasing base rate revenues by 9% starting January 1, 2009, and that IPL 

continue to adjust base rates so as to generate an additional 5% per year in base rate revenues at 

the beginning of each fiscal year (July 1, 2009 through 2012) in the study period thereafter.  The 

recommended base rate adjustments are projected to cover increases in projected operating 

expenses (other than fuel and purchased power that are included in the FCA rider schedule), debt 

service, capital improvements funded from revenues, and build operating fund balances to 

targeted levels during the study period. 

 

FCA REVISIONS 

Several FCA modifications are proposed in conjunction with the base rate adjustments.  First, the 

FCA is being revised for the recovery of purchased power demand charges and variable expenses 

that are not already included in the retail base rates.  Second, margins from wholesale sales 

revenues in excess of average energy costs will be retained to be used for funding capital 

improvements, debt reduction and/or increasing reserve fund balances.  Other modifications to 

the FCA include an annual reconciliation of the fuel and purchased power costs incurred by IPL, 

to the recovery of such costs through revenues from amounts included in IPL’s base rates and the 

FCA.  In addition, the FCA rider will include the ability to timely recover anticipated changes in 

its fuel and purchased energy costs. Proposed changes to IPL’s existing Schedule FA-1 are 

included in Appendix A. 

 

CUSTOMER RATE CLASS ANALYSIS 

To determine how the base rate revenue increase should be distributed between IPL’s various 

customer rate classes, a customer rate class analysis was prepared using May 2007 through April 

2008 customer sales as a test year.  Test year revenue requirements used in the customer rate 

class cost of service analysis were based on IPL’s FY 2008 operating expenses.   

 

The results of the analysis indicate that shifting the revenue responsibility between the various 

customer rate classes is not necessary at this time.  Therefore, initially an across the board 

increase in base rate revenues from each customer rate class is reasonable for the first several 

years of the study period (i.e., FY2009 through FY2011).  As previously discussed, however, 

IPL’s cost structure is transitioning to a higher fixed cost structure during the study period.  The 

shift to higher fixed cost and higher demand related costs are driven primarily by changes in 
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IPL’s base load power purchases during the first several years of the study period, and the debt 

funding of major capital improvements and a new gas-fired peaking unit. 

 

These future changes in IPL’s cost structure indicate a need to prepare further customer rate class 

cost of service analysis to evaluate and support revenue neutral rate structure changes for 

implementation after FY2011. 

 

PROJECTED OPERATING RESULTS 

Based on the objectives stated above and the recommendations for rate adjustments, Sawvel 

developed projected operating results for the period FY 2009 through FY 2013 as shown in 

Table 4. 

Table 4

Projected Operating Results ($000)

Description 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013

Revenue From Base Rates 98,288 110,449 118,023 126,065 134,635

Revenue From FCA 14,843 14,508 19,271 35,755 34,507

Other 2,344 3,422 3,624 4,692 3,098

Total Revenues 115,474 128,379 140,918 166,512 172,241

Power Supply Expenses 65,521 66,875 73,171 88,612 89,667

Other O&M Expenses 38,458 41,616 44,248 48,171 50,618

Debt Service 3,390 4,620 7,166 15,070 22,100

Recurring Routine Adds & Replace 7,796 8,234 8,698 9,186 9,702

Major Cap Improve Budget & Other 110 110 110 110 110

Total Revenue Requirements 115,275 121,455 133,393 161,149 172,197

Balance 199 6,924 7,525 5,363 44

Ending Operating Fund Balance * 1,192 8,116 15,641 21,004 21,047

Customer Sales MWh 1,147,549 1,171,728 1,192,260 1,212,960 1,233,831
Total Rate $/kWh 0.0986 0.1066 0.1152 0.1334 0.1371

Base Rate $/kWh 0.0856 0.0942 0.0989 0.1038 0.1090

FCA $/kWh 0.0129 0.0124 0.0162 0.0295 0.0280

Increase in Total Rate for All Customers 5% 8% 8% 16% 3%

Jan 1 Jul 1 Jul 1 Jul 1 Jul 1

Increase in Base Rate 9% 5% 5% 5% 5%

* Includes $3.665 million revenue adjustment for Summer 2008 decreased sales. 

Fiscal Year Ending June 30

 
 

Table 4 shows the Ending Operating Fund Balance increasing to $21 million by end of study 

period (YE FY 2013). 

 

OTHER RATE CONSIDERATIONS 

The Electric Rate Plan base rate adjustments do not include revenue allowances for any unknown 

government mandates or environmental compliance costs that are not recovered through the 
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revised FCA.  It is recommended that IPL develop and implement in the near future, an electric 

rate rider that will provide for the recovery of unfunded governmental mandate and 

environmental compliance costs. 

 

IPL is investigating various programs to encourage the efficient use of electricity by its 

customers that improve the efficient use of IPL’s resources.  In addition, IPL desires to promote 

economical development and business employment in the community.  IPL should consider 

developing and implementing programs and riders to its rates that encourage economic 

development by increasing efficiency and the efficient use of electricity.  In conjunction with the 

development of these efficiency and economic development programs and riders, IPL should use 

the results of the future customer rate analyses recommended above to implement rate structure 

changes that compliment the efficiency and economic development goals. 
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TYPICAL BILL COMPARISON 

Based on the recommended Electric Rate Plan, we prepared an analysis of the impact to a typical 

residential bill.  Table 5 shows the base rate changes, the calculated revised FCA based on the 

power supply plan, and the resulting overall rate increase impact to a typical residential customer 

during the projected period.  These bill amounts represent the average monthly dollar amounts 

for the respective fiscal year. 

 

Current 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013

Electric Rate Plan Adjustments

Base Rate Changes

%, Across the Board 9% 5% 5% 5% 5%

Effective Date Jan. 1 Jul. 1 Jul. 1 Jul. 1 Jul 1.

FCA, Revised Jan 1, 2009 

$/kWh (FY Average) 0.0129 0.0129 0.0124 0.0162 0.0295 0.0280

Residential Bill ($/month)

Base Rate 79.88 87.07 91.42 95.99 100.79 105.83

FCA 11.18 11.18 10.75 14.04 25.57 24.27

Amount Shown on Bill 91.06 98.25 102.17 110.03 126.36 130.10

Change

Percent -        8% 4% 8% 15% 3%

Amount -        7.19       3.92       7.86       16.33     3.74       

Table 5

(Fiscal Year Ending June 30)

Electric Rate Plan Projections

(1,100 kWh Summer - 700 kWh Winter)

Residential Bill Comparison

 
 

Additional rate analyses comparing IPL’s current rates and the proposed rate plan for IPL to 

regional utilities can be found in Appendix B.  The results of these rate comparisons indicate 

that, under the recommended Electric Rate Plan, IPL’s electric rates will continue to remain 

competitive with the regional utilities considered. 
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Appendix A – FCA Rider 

 
 

INDEPENDENCE POWER & LIGHT DEPARTMENT 
Independence, Missouri 

 
Schedule FA-1 

Power Supply Fuel-Energy Cost Adjustment 
 
APPLICABILITY 
 
The Power Supply Fuel-Energy Cost Adjustment Schedule FA-1 shall be applicable to the 
Department's Retail Rate Schedules RS-3, RS-4, GS-1, LGS-1, TEGS, LP-2, SCH-1, SP-1, 
GSSH-1, SCIS-1, TRS-2, PSL-2FR, PSL-3CF, and PSL-3DF. 
 
POWER SUPPLY FUEL-ENERGY COST ADJUSTMENT 
 
Purpose of Adjustment 
 
The Power Supply Fuel-Energy Cost Adjustment Rate is to compensate the Department for the 
changes in the cost of fuel and purchased power including applicable taxes (adjusted for sale of 
energy to other Utilities or entities) that are not included in the energy rates per kilowatt-hour of the 
Department's Retail Rate Schedules. 
 
Adjustment Formula Charge 
 
When the Department's monthly adjusted unit Fuel-Energy cost for the preceding calendar month 
(adjusted for the purchase and sale of energy to other Utilities or entities) is less than or exceeds 
$1.847 per million Btu, the Net Monthly Bill shall be decreased or increased respectively by a fuel-
energy adjustment charge of 0.0015 cents per KWH of customer usage for each one tenth cents 
per million Btu change in the cost of fuel and purchase power.  The 0.0015 cent per KWH 
adjustment rate is based upon a production efficiency at Net System KWH Input Level of 12,765 
(Btu/KWH) of fuel heat used for each net KWH of generation produced or purchased. 
 
Application of Adjustment 
 
The application of the monthly fuel-energy adjustment charge for each billing month shall apply to 
meter readings on approximately the 20th day of the month (billing cycle one) following each 
preceding month's unit fuel cost determination. 
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Monthly Unit Fuel-Energy Cost Determination 
 
The monthly unit cost per million Btu will be determined from the following formula: 
 

  A =                      $(B + C – D + E + F)   
       (G + H - I)KWH x (12,765   Btu ) x     (1 MBtu)  
                                                   KWH       1,000,000 Btu 

Where A = Adjusted Cost per Million Btu of equivalent heat used. 

 B = FOB cost of fuel used at the Department's Generating Stations including 
storage and handling costs plus environmental costs incurred in order to 
comply with State and Federal environmental regulations including, but not 
limited to, cost of environmental emission allowance credit purchases, 
emission taxes, and FOB cost of certain energy-related environmental 
commodities used to limit emissions. 

 C = The cost from other Utilities or entities of purchased electric energy plus 
any demand or capacity charge (exclusive of Border Customers purchases) 
plus transmission delivery costs, less $717,600 per month (the amount of 
demand and capacity charge already included in the Department’s Retail 
Rate Schedules). 

 D = The Department’s cost of energy sales to other Utilities or entities which 
shall be computed as the Department’s average variable cost of fuel plus 
purchased energy cost per kilowatt-hour of energy supply multiplied by the 
sale of electric energy to other Utilities or entities (exclusive of Border 
Customer sales). 

 E = Reconciliation of the cumulative over or under cost recovery of power 
supply fuel-energy costs from the previous twelve-month period computed 
as the difference between the power supply fuel-energy revenues collected 
computed as the sum of Schedule FA-1 revenues and $0.027705 per kWh 
times retail kilowatt-hour energy sales for power supply fuel-energy cost 
already in the Department’s Retail Rate Schedules less the 9.08 percent 
gross receipts tax payment to City and the retail power supply fuel-energy 
cost incurred for the same twelve-month period, commencing at the 
effective date of Schedule    FA-1.  Such reconciliation costs will be added 
or subtracted, as applicable, on a twelve-month amortization basis to 
subsequent monthly fuel-energy costs. 

 F = Adjustment for anticipated increases or decreases in the Department’s 
power supply fuel and purchased power costs so as to provide for the 
timely recovery of such costs with such adjustment as approved by the 
Power & Light Director. 

 G = The net Kilowatt-hour generation of the Department's generating plants. 

 H = The delivered Kilowatt hours into the Department's system of purchased 
electric energy from other Utilities or entities (exclusive of Border Customer 
purchases). 

 I = The net Kilowatt-hour sale of electric energy to other Utilities or entities 
(exclusive of Border Customer sales). 
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PAYMENT IN LIEU OF TAXES TO CITY OF INDEPENDENCE 
 
The net monthly formula charge of this service schedule includes charges for the Department’s 
payment in lieu of taxes (PILOT) to the City’s General Fund as authorized by Section 3.17 of the 
City Charter.  The Department’s PILOT payment to the City is equal to the amount of City taxes 
and fees charged on privately owned utilities, including the 9.08 percent franchise fee, 
applicable utility property taxes and sales taxes. 
 
TERMS OF SERVICE 
 
Service rendered under this schedule is subject to the Department's standard rules and 
regulations. 
 
EFFECTIVE DATE OF SERVICE SCHEDULE 
 
Billing cycle one (1), January 2009 and thereafter as approved by City Council Ordinance No. 
XXXXX. 
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APPENDIX B 

RATE COMPARISONS 
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Summer Winter

Utilities 1,100 kWh 700 kWh Summer Winter

IPL

Current 117.97 71.84

Electric Rate Plan

Jan. 1, 2009 127.31 77.49 8% 8%

Jul. 1, 2009 132.41 80.56 12% 12%

BPU - KCK 124.40 81.19 5% 13%

Aquila - MPS

Current 125.31 78.79 6% 10%

Proposed 154.17 97.05 31% 35%

KCPL - MO

Current 117.58 67.21 0% -6%

Proposed 138.16 78.98 17% 10%

Difference from IPL

Current Rates 

Comparison to Other Utilities - Residential

($/month)

Table 6
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Utilities 830 kWh

Difference 

from IPL 

Current 

Rates

IPL

Current 104.11

Proposed (Jan. 1, 2009) 112.52 8%

Proposed (Jul. 1, 2009) 117.20 13%

BPU - KCK 126.16 21%

Aquila - MPS

Current 90.25 -13%

Proposed 111.54 7%

KCPL - MO

Current 89.10 -14%

Proposed 104.67 1%

General Service Bill Comparison

($/month)

Table 7
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Utilities

54,000 kWh

208 kW

Difference 

from IPL 

Current 

Rates

IPL

Current 5,239.88

Proposed (Jan. 1, 2009) 5,648.78 8%

Proposed (Jul. 1, 2009) 5,869.38 12%

BPU - KCK 6,191.65 18%

Aquila - MPS

Current 5,292.51 1%

Proposed 6,607.68 26%

KCPL - MO

Current 5,022.72 -4%

Proposed 6,060.00 16%

Large General Service Bill Comparison 

($/month)

Table 8
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Utilities

1,904,400 kWh

3,768 kW

Difference 

from IPL 

Current 

Rates

IPL

Current 129,704.35

Proposed (Jan. 1, 2009) 139,166.74 7%

Proposed (Jul. 1, 2009) 143,944.54 11%

BPU - KCK 138,665.67 7%

Aquila - MPS

Current 129,980.99 0%

Proposed 178,517.01 38%

KCPL - MO

Current 117,646.33 -9%

Proposed 138,230.34 7%

Large Power Bill Comparison 

($/month)

Table 9
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APPENDIX C 

CITY CHARTER AND BOND 

ORDINANCE CONSIDERATIONS 
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City Charter and Bond Ordinance Considerations 
 

 The City Council has sole authority to establish the Power and Light Department’s 

electric rates.  The City Council has adopted electric class rate schedules by ordinance after 

receiving recommendations from the Department.  The City Council has granted the Department 

the authority to automatically adjust monthly energy rates in accordance with a Power Supply 

Fuel-Energy Cost Adjustment Schedule (FA-1 or FCA).  The Department makes annual reviews 

of the electric rate structure and sufficiency of rates to determine if modifications are needed. 

 

 As provided in the Bond Ordinance, the City covenants to charge and collect rates for the 

electric power and energy supplied by the Department as shall be required to provide revenues 

and income sufficient to pay the cost of the following:  operating expenses, 100% of aggregate 

debt service on all bonds, and any other charges required to be paid out of revenues.  Other 

charges to be paid out of revenues are generally defined by the City to include the payment in 

lieu of taxes (PILOT) to the City, funding system capital improvements and replacements that 

are not bond financed, and system working capital requirements.  Collectively, these Bond 

Ordinance covenants define the minimum annual cash revenue requirements of the utility. 

 

 Section 3.17 of the City Charter also provides guidance in determining electric utility rate 

levels (italics added for emphasis). 

 

 The electric utility shall not be operated for the benefit of other municipal 
functions, and shall not be used directly or indirectly as a general revenue 
producing agency for the city, but it may pay to the city an amount in lieu of such 
taxes as are normally placed upon private business enterprises.  After providing 
for depreciation accruals, and amortization of bonds, and for reasonable 

accumulation of surplus, the electric utility shall apply all annual profits to rate 
reductions. 

 

 The depreciation accruals are non-cash revenue requirements and, as such, the 

Department has traditionally used the Net Income of the utility as a guide in considering 

overall rate adjustments. 

 

 Section 3.17 also states that electric utility rates should allow “for (the) reasonable 

accumulation of surplus.”  Sawvel’s cash revenue requirements forecast and the 

Department’s Net Income financial forecast result in a similar determination of annual 

revenue requirements and operating cash fund balances (the “reasonable accumulation of 

surplus”). 
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 Revenue and revenue requirement forecasts are prepared annually by the 

Department.  Integral to this forecast, the Department annually prepares the Capital 

Improvements Program, a five-year forecast of routine and major capital expenditures.  

This product of the planning process involves the active participation of all IPL divisions 

and defines the major improvement needs and cost of those needs.  The Department 

Capital Improvement Program and the annual budget contain the underlying plans for 

major capital decisions the Department makes and together they form the operating plan 

for the utility. 
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P&L Amending Schedules of Electric Rates 2009-2012 

10/28/08-bl 

 

BILL NO.       

 

ORDINANCE NO.      

 

AN ORDINANCE AMENDING CITY OF INDEPENDENCE POWER & LIGHT 

DEPARTMENT SCHEDULES OF ELECTRIC RATES TO BE EFFECTIVE 

FOR THE MONTHLY BILLING PERIODS OF JANUARY 2009 AND THE 

ADDITIONAL SCHEDULES TO BE EFFECTIVE JULY 2009, JULY 2010, 

JULY 2011 AND JULY 2012 UNDER WHICH ELECTRIC UTILITY SERVICE 

SHALL BE FURNISHED TO ALL CUSTOMERS OF INDEPENDENCE 

POWER & LIGHT DEPARTMENT. 

 

WHEREAS, the existing schedules of electric rates for Independence Power & Light 

Department customers were established by the Independence City Council through the passage of 

Ordinance No. 15886 (November 2004) and amended and supplemented by the passage of 

Ordinances No. 16641 (March 2007) and No. 16695 (May 2007); and, 

 

WHEREAS, the projected cumulative cost of electric service supply for the five year 

period through June 2013, exceeds projected revenues under existing rate schedules as 

established by the revenue requirements forecast study performed by a qualified nationally 

recognized independent consultant; and, 

 

WHEREAS, the staff and consultant recommends that the Department’s existing rate 

schedules be adjusted to recover the cumulative electric system cost for the five year projection 

period and to maintain an adequate operating fund; and, 

 

 WHEREAS, the proposed rate adjustments have been reviewed by the Council 

Management Analyst and the Public Utilities Advisory Board; and, 

 

 WHEREAS, the proposed rate schedules include customer class electric base rate 

adjustments generally reflecting a 9.0% increase to be effective at January 1, 2009, a 5.0% 

increase to be effective July 1, 2009, a 5.0% increase to be effective July 1, 2010, a 5.0% 

increase to be effective July 1, 2011, and a 5.0% increase to be effective July 1, 2012, as 

provided for in Sections 1 through 5 of this Ordinance; and, 

 

 WHEREAS, the proposed Schedule FA-1 (Power Supply Fuel-Energy Adjustment)  

provides for certain changes which allow for an enhanced recovery mechanism for changing 

power supply costs; and,  

 

 WHEREAS, the City Manager and the Power & Light Director recommend approval of 

the proposed rate schedules for the five-year period; 

 

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT ORDAINED BY THE COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF 

INDEPENDENCE, MISSOURI, AS FOLLOWS: 
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SECTION 1. That the schedules of rates, designated pages P-1 thru P-61, are hereby 

adopted to be the electric rates at which electric utility service is provided to all Independence 

Power & Light Department customers within the corporate limits of Independence, Missouri; 

beginning with Billing Cycle One (1) of the City’s January 2009, General Ledger Month and 

continuing monthly thru Billing Cycle Twenty (20) of the City’s June 2009, General Ledger 

Month, a copy of which is marked as Exhibit 1 and attached hereto, incorporated by reference 

thereto, and made a part hereof as through fully set out herein. 

 

 SECTION 2. That the schedules of rates, designated pages Q-1 thru Q-61, are hereby 

adopted to be the electric rates at which electric utility service is provided to all Independence 

Power & Light Department customers within the corporate limits of Independence, Missouri 

beginning with Billing Cycle One (1) of the City’s July 2009, General Ledger Month and 

continuing monthly thru Billing Cycle Twenty (20) of the City’s June 2010, General Ledger 

Month, a copy of which is marked as Exhibit 2 and attached hereto, incorporated by reference 

thereto, and made a part hereof as through fully set out herein. 

 

 SECTION 3. That the schedules of rates, designated pages R-1 thru R-61, are hereby 

adopted to be the electric rates at which electric utility service is provided to all Independence 

Power & Light Department customers within the corporate limits of Independence, Missouri 

beginning with Billing Cycle One (1) of the City’s July 2010, General Ledger Month and 

continuing monthly thru Billing Cycle Twenty (20) of the City’s June 2011, General Ledger 

Month, a copy of which is marked as Exhibit 3 and attached hereto, incorporated by reference 

thereto, and made a part hereof as through fully set out herein. 

 

 SECTION 4. That the schedules of rates, designated pages S-1 thru S-61, are hereby 

adopted to be the electric rates at which electric utility service is provided to all Independence 

Power & Light Department customers within the corporate limits of Independence, Missouri 

beginning with Billing Cycle One (1) of the City’s July 2011, General Ledger Month and 

continuing monthly thru Billing Cycle Twenty (20) of the City’s June 2012, General Ledger 

Month, a copy of which is marked as Exhibit 4 and attached hereto, incorporated by reference 

thereto, and made a part hereof as through fully set out herein. 

 

 SECTION 5. That the schedules of rates, designated pages T-1 thru T-61, are hereby 

adopted to be the electric rates at which electric utility service is provided to all Independence 

Power & Light Department customers within the corporate limits of Independence, Missouri 

beginning with Billing Cycle One (1) of the City’s July 2012, General Ledger Month and 

continuing thereafter, a copy of which is marked as Exhibit 5 and attached hereto, incorporated 

by reference thereto, and made a part hereof as through fully set out herein. 

 

SECTION 6. That the Power & Light Director, or any designee, is/are authorized to 

determine and implement the calculation of the power supply fuel-energy cost adjustment rate in 

accordance with the provision of Schedule FA-1 and the avoided cost application rates for each 

12-month period after April 30, 2009, in accordance with the applicable provisions of Schedule 

NM-1 (Customer-Generator Net Metering Contract Service Rider) adopted in Section 1 through 

Section 5 of this Ordinance. 
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P&L Amending Schedules of Electric Rates 2009-2012 
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SECTION 7. That the Power & Light Director, or any designee, is/are authorized to 

enter into any Agreement provisions with eligible customers and administer the terms, conditions 

and other provisions of the Schedules of Rates adopted in Section 1 through Section 5 of this 

Ordinance. 

 

 SECTION 8. That any prior schedule and terms are replaced on the effective date as set 

out in this ordinance.  Any terms of prior ordinances in conflict with the provisions contained 

herein shall yield to the provisions of this ordinance. 

 

PASSED THIS               DAY OF                                   , 2008 BY THE CITY COUNCIL 

OF THE CITY OF INDEPENDENCE, MISSOURI: 

 

       

Presiding Officer of the City Council 

of the City of Independence, Missouri 

 

ATTEST: 

 

 

        

City Clerk 

 

APPROVED AS TO FORM AND LEGALITY: 

 

 

        

City Counselor 

 

REVIEWED BY: 

 

 

        

City Manager 
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